DRAINAGE PIPES FROM PLASCO LTD:

Drainage pipes are manufactured at Plasco Ltd in sand color and supplied with a belled end joint (No rubber ring seal is necessary). Pipes are normally assembled without solvent cement bonding agent. The slots are 3.4mm wide allowing for an efficient drainage system.

Surface water drainage pipes are normally designed to be used with a water filtration fabric laid closely around them acting as a “Fine Filter” and with a trench filled completely with appropriately sized washed stones acting as a coarse filter. Such configuration will facilitate surface water drainage (See Sketch).

The lower half of the pipe is unslotted and acts as a water drainage channel, to carry water away.
Manufacturers of HDPE and PVC-U Pipes

LIFELINES FOR THE NATION

An ISO 9001: 2015 Certified Company

POLYETHYLENE GAS PIPES AND FITTINGS

GAS PIPES ARE MANUFACTURED AT PLASCO FROM 20mm TO 630mm DIAMETER, AS PER ISO 4437.

THEY ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FORM OF COILS OR STRAIGHT LENGTHS.

PVC-U Drainage Pipes

Drainage pipes are manufactured in sizes from 110mm to 315mm outside diameter.
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